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1 The Needs for This Project

Interoperability is one important objective for customs IT systems. This is
stated clearly in the Customs Blueprints, which are guidelines for all Eu-
ropen Customs Administrations, and for the countries that want to join the
EU as well. It means that customs should be able to exchange electronic
data and to communicate with other national agencies, with the traders,
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with neighbour administrations (accross the borders), and with other inter-
national agencies and administrations. The electronic exchange of data is a
requirement (pre-requisite) for important objectives like Integrated Border
Management, Single Window, etc.

Joining the EU is an important strategic objective of all the Balkan
Countries, and for the Customs Administrations this means that they should
be able to integrate their IT systems with those used in the EU (besides
the harmonization of the legislation and the procedures). There are several
EU systems, operational or to become operational soon, with which our IT
systems need to be integrated. These systems, which are described in the
Electronic Customs MASP (Multi-Annual Strategic Plan), are NCTS, AES,
AIS, EMCS, AEO, etc.

All of these EU systems have the same philosophy of work: they are based
on the exchange of electronic messages and data between the national CDPS
and central services located in Brussels (CCN/CSI). Systems like NCTS,
EMCS, etc. require as well the electronic exchange of messages between the
traders and the national CDPS.

2 Overall Objectives of the Projects

In order to ful�l these requirements, it is clear that the CDPS should have
strong support for exchanging electronic messages with other parties, be it
national agencies, traders, neighbouring administrations or EU systems. The
best way to implement these requirements would be to have a component of
the system dedicated to communication with the other systems. And this is
where this project can be useful.

So, the aim of the project is to develop a Communication Node (CN)
which can ful�l the needs of the customs administrations of the Balkan coun-
tries for exchanging electronic messages and data with other systems.

However, in order to exchange electronic messages successfully, besides
the communication node, the IT systems of the involved BAs should be able
to support it. This means that the neccessary features for doing this should
exist or should be developed on each CDPS. It also means that the IT sta�
of each BA should have (or develop) the neccessary skills for using these
features and for setting up the electronic communication paths.

So, another aim of the project is to assist each BA in building their
capacities for electronic message exchange. This assistance will be not only
in the technical aspect (helping to improve their IT skills), but also in the
administrative/organizational aspect, by helping them to become familiar
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with the concepts and procedures used in EU for the data exchange, with
the problems and issues related to interoperability/interconnectivity, etc.

3 The Focus of the Project

There are a lot of possibilities and scenarios where electronic data exchange
can be used, however the project will be focused only on speci�c case. This
is the electronic exchange of the pre-arrival information.

Upon the successful completion of the project, the participating admin-
istrations will have these bene�ts:

� E�ective, in real-time, exchange of pre-arrival informations about tran-
sit and import/export declarations in real-time, for better control of
regional transit and fraud detection.

� Experience with the problems and issues that are usually related to
international electronic data exchange, be it legal, procedural, etc.

� A working communication node, dedicated to the electronic exchange
of data and messages, �exible and easy to con�gure and maintain, and
which can be used for data exchange with any other systems.

� Technical skills, experience and ability to set up quickly and easily
electronic data exchange in any other cases/scenarios.

So, the project will be useful for ful�lling both the needs of today (cross-
border pre-arrival information exchange), and the strategic needs of tomor-
row (integration with EC systems, NCTS, EMCS, IBM, Single Window,
etc.)

4 The Main Scenario

The following diagrams describes the main data exchange scenario between
the SEED systems and the CDPS of two neighbouring countries A and B.
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1. When an export or tranzit is declared and a SAD document is submit-
ted to the CDPS of country A, a message containing the data of this
document is sent from CDPS_A to SEED_A.

2. The communication node SEED_A transforms the message (maybe
to �lter some of the data or to change its format) and forwards it to
SEED_B.

3. SEED_B transforms it and sends it to CDPS_B, which stores it with
the status `pre-arrival'.

4. On the exit border of country A, another message is sent from
CDPS_A to SEED_A.

5. This message is forwarded to SEED_B.

6. Then it is sent to CDPS_B, where it is stored with the status `pre-
entry'.

7. On entry border of country B, when the import/tranzit declaration is
submitted, CDPS_B can match and compare it with the previous `pre-
entry' document. Then, a message with the content of the document
is sent from CDPS_B to SEED_B.

8. CDPS_B sends it to SEED_A.
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9. SEED_A forwards it to CDPS_A, where it is stored with the status
`post-exit'. At this time or later the CDPS_A can match and compare
it with the document declared on exit.

This scenario should be as similar as possible to NCTS, EMCS, etc. so
that imlementing these systems later can be easy and straight forward.

5 Supportive (Fallback/Auxiliary) Scenarios

For the main pre-arrival information exchange scenario to work well, the
CDPS of the participating administrations should develop some additional
features, like:

� storing pre-arrival, pre-entry, and post-exit versions of the declaration
documents

� comparing the di�erent versions of the documents (data matching) and
generating alerts

� using these versions of the documents in the reports, for risk-analysis,
etc.

Di�erent BAs use di�erent kinds of CDPS systems, and implementing
these features may take some time. So, it may not be possible for all of them
to implement them in a short time and at the same time. Some of these
features may even be very di�cult or impossible to implement on some of
the CDPS systems.

So, in order to make the exchange of information work, SEED should
also implement some fallback (or auxiliary) scenarios, which will take into
account the fact that some CDPS may not have the possibility to get and
store the pre-arrival/post-exit messages, and to perform data matching and
alerting.

These supportive scenarios may require the implementation of additional
functionality and modules, besides the main functionality of data exchange
facilitation. Although these modules are optional, they are essential in the
beginning for making the system work and for testing the main functionality
of data exchange.

Later, as each national CDPS implements the required functionality, the
usage and the importance of these supportive modules will fade out, and
eventually they will become useless and will be disabled. On the other
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hand, the functionality of electronic data exchange will be enhanced fur-
ther, and its importance will be increased, by being used for systems like
NCTS, ECS/ICS, EMCS, etc.

So, it is important that the whole system is designed in a modu-
lar way, with the main functionality being clearly separate from the op-
tional/supporting functionality, and with the ability to enable/disable aux-
iliary/temporary modules as needed. This way, each BA can decide which
auxiliary modules it needs to install (according to the features supported by
its CDPS), and later, when all the required features are implemented on the
CDPS itself, they can disable and remove them easily.

The supportive (auxiliary) scenarios and functionalities will be discussed
and described on the following sections.

5.1 Storing Messages on the SEED System

In case that the CDPS cannot receive and store pre-arrival messages from
SEED (which currently is true for almost all BAs), then the communications
numbered (3), (6) and (9) in the main scenario, are not possible. To deal
properly with this, an additional component/module should be developed,
that can be used to store these messages.

The modi�cation of the main scenario in this case is that the communi-
cations (3), (6) and (9) are terminated to the message database (MsgDb),
instead of being terminated to the CDPS.

If the pre-arrival/post-arrival messages are not stored on the CDPS itself
but on the MsgDb component of SEED, then these functionalities cannot be
performed by the CDPS:

� pre-arrival risk analysis

� data matching and alerting

� post-arrival analysis

� searching, listing and modifying messages

� generating statistics and reports

So, the MsgDb component should also supply additional features for
supporting these functions.
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5.2 Empty Truck Recording

In the case of empty truck movements, the communication messages (1), (2)
and (3) do not happen at all.

Also, the CDPS system of some BAs does not support the registration of
the empty trucks on the border. So, the message transfer (4) or (7) cannot
happen.

In order to deal with this case, a special tool, component or module
should be provided, which will allow border o�cers to register an empty
truck and to send the propper message to SEED. The `exit from A' and
`entrance to B' scenarios would be modi�ed properly (either one, or the
other, or both of them) so that instead of CDPS this empty truck recording
component is used.

5.3 Simpli�ed Procedures

Some BAs use a kind of simpli�ed procedure where the goods are declared
directly on the border, based on the invoice. In this case, the scenario `pre-
arrival from A to B' is not going to happen at all (message transfers (1), (2)
and (3)). This should be taken into account during the elaboration of the
functional speci�cations.

6 Overall View of the Components/Modules

The following diagram gives an overall view of the components/modules of
the SEED system, which are described on the previous sections.

7 Requirements for the Communication Node (CN)

Some of the desired fetures for the CN are these:
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� Should support sending and receiving information in di�erent standard
formats, like XML, EDIFACT, etc.

� Should be able to translate/transform messages from one format to
another, in order to facilitate the communication between the di�erent
systems involved in conversation. For example XSLT can be used to
transform XML messages to another XML format or to some other
format.

� Should be able to communicate using di�erent means, like web services
(SOAP, REST, RSS), �le transfer (SFTP, SCP), email (SMTP), etc.

� Should be easy and �exible in con�guration, so that it can be cus-
tomized and extended easily for other paths of communication between
systems.

� Should provide reliability and integrity (making sure that the mes-
sages are not lost or damaged during the communication, and also
making sure that the messages are valid according to the expected
format/standard).

� Should be e�cient (fast) enough to handle withought delays all the
neccessary tra�c.

� Should be scalable, so that if the volume of the tra�c is increased,
the communication capacity can be increased as well (by adding more
resources).

� Should provide High Availability (Service Continuity), so that in case
of some hardware failure, the service is not interrupted.

� Should provide security (identi�cation, authentication, authorization)
between the communicating parties.

� Should be protected from outside attacs and malitious activity.

� Should log all the activity and message tra�c, and based on the
logs, should be able to provide �exible and graphical statistics
(daily/weekly/monthly, speci�c/agregated, etc.). Should also be pos-
sible to search the logs for auditing purposes and for tracing problems.

� Should have good documentation about installation and con�guration.
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� Should be cost e�ective (should not depend on tools and software
that have high prices and licence constraints/limitations). Preferably,
should be based on open source software.

8 Other requirements

The Web Interface should be easy to translate to di�erent languages.
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